The paper suggests test derivation approaches to obtain test suites for concurrent systems based on the concept of fault coverage criteria in opposition to structural test coverage criteria. Using a partial-order model, called Mazurkiewicz Trace Machine (MTM), for test derivation, the state explosion problem can be alleviated.
the application of the test suite in a test run to test whether an implementation of a system conforms to the specification. If the behaviors of the implementation and of the test suite differ from each other, an error probably exists in the implementation. In order to derive test suites from a formal specification of a system, two different approaches are kn,?wn: (1) structural testing based on coverage criteria in the specification and (2) fault testing based on an assumed fault model of the implementation [3] . The first approach selects test suites according to a coverage criterion that is defined over the syntactical structure of the formal specification.· The coverage criteria are based on empirical knowledge that have been proven some usefulness in practice. Examples of test coverage criteria are the statement coverage, edge coverage or path coverage criterion [9] or other coverage criteria defined in particular for concurrent systems [29] .
On the other hand, fault testing uses a designated fault model of the implementation of a system that is decoupled from the syntactical structure of the system. Such fault models in the realm of labeled transition systems (LTSs) are, for instance, acceptance and refusal fault models or next-state fault models [3] . The advantage of fault testing over structural testing is that after a successful test run, one can conclude that a certain class of faults definitely will not appear in an implementation.
The exact knowledge about faults that may occur in a faulty implementation allows an effective reduction of test data to a minimum amount necessary to detect these faults. Test derivation approaches for fault testing have been introduced before mainly for testing telecommunication systems [2] , [4] , [7] , [23] , [25] , [34] , [35] . Results of this research are test derivation methods, like the transition tour method, W-method, or HSI-method.
In this paper we propose to apply fault testing also in the general context of testing concurrent systems consisting of a collection of sequential modules. A prerequisite of fault testing of concurrent systems is the existence of a suitable description model for them. The traditional model is the reachability graph that is obtained when the sequential modules of the concurrent system are combined together stepby-step in an interleaving framework. Latest developments in verification techniques for concurrent systems avoid the construction of a reachability graph in favor of a partial-order model though. One partial-oder model is the so-called (MTM) , first introduced in [11] and [12] . The MTM is a reduced reachability graph that still preserves the safety properties of the concurrent system. So far the model of an MTM has been exploited only in the verification process of concurrent systems. Their application to test derivation, however, was underestimated. To end this situation, this paper exploits the MTM model for the purpose of test derivation. It shows that this partial-order model is also a favorable model in testing since test suites derived from an MTM are much smaller than ones from the traditional reachability graph under the assumption of an equal degree of fault coverage.
Mazurkiewicz Trace Machine

Related work
First research in the area of concurrent systems was done by developing debugging methods for them. Debugging focuses on the process of isolating an already known error in the concurrent system. This is different to testing where the emphasis lies in detecting errors first, which can be debugged later. The paper [21] addressed the problem of unpredictable system runs due to concurrency. In [28] , an approach based on Ada was developed to provide a method that allows a deterministic replay of a system run. The approach can be adopted to support a suitable test architecture for concurrent systems (see Section 2.2).
Test derivation methods for concurrent systems that systematically cover the behavior of a concurrent system and provide test suites of a defined fault coverage are still quite new. In [16] , an hierarchy-based finite state machine (FSM) construction approach is used to perform a structural test ofa system consisting of several concurrent FSMs. This technique was refined in [17] . It describes an incremental, bottom-up-oriented approach and assumes that each subsystem considered can be tested separately. Test derivation is based on degrees of test coverage (opposite to fault coverage as considered in our paper). The selection of test suites, however, is left open by referring to the work in [29] . A further approach for structural test derivation presented in [6] is based on a specification-based selection of test data. The paper gives hints on the selection of suitable test data to provide a useful degree of test coverage. The selection process must be assisted by a test expert though.
Early test derivation approaches that systematically derive test suites according to a c~rtain fault coverage and try to avoid state explosion during the generation of test suites are given in [15] , [32] , and [33] . A general drawback of these approaches is that they exploit a complicated concurrency model as the basis for test derivation that cannot, with exception of' [33] , be efficiently computed in all cases.
At this point we extend the work previously done in testing concurrent systems by suggesting test derivation methods that generate test suites with fault coverage guarantee. Based on the partial-order model of an MTM, our paper discusses fault models that supports acceptance, refusal, and transfer faults. As a result, test suites are generated which are quite short in many cases, but still able to detect all faults of the associated fault model. The application of an MTM in testing requires specific measures for test architectures of concurrent systems. This issue is a further discussion point in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces necessary assumptions and definitions of a concurrent system and discusses aspects of a test architecture that can support test execution based on partial orders. Section 3 introduces a framework for fault detection used in this paper. Section 4 deals with test derivation algorithms that generate test suites according to a particular fault model. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Interleaved-based models vs. partial-order models of a concurrent system A concurrent system 3 is defined as a parallel composition 3 = M} II ... II Mn of n finite labeled transition systems (LTSs) communicating synchronously. The same message can be exchanged between two or more component LTSs at a single synchronization (multi-rendezvous). Transmitting messages and their receipt through interaction points are referred to actions in an LTS. Definition 1. A labeled transition system (LTS or machine for short) M is defined by a quadruple (S, A, ~, so), where S is a finite set of states; A is a finite set of actions (the alphabet); ~ S;;;; S x A x S is a transition relation; and So E S is the initial state.
A transition (s}, a, s2) E ~ is also written as s}-a~s2. An 5 . A way to represent the composite machine is by means of the reachability graph. It represents the behavior of a concurrent system 5 in the interleaved-based semantics. In partial-order semantics, the same behavior may have a more compact representation. We define such a representation based on the trace theory of Mazurkiewicz [20] , [24] . ization over a concurrent alphabet, the behavior of a concurrent system can be represented by one linearization for each M-trace only, instead of giving all possible traces the system can perform in the composite machine. In fact, certain submachines of the composite machine contain the required linearizations.
. We immediately extend this definition for machines with a state isomorphism. Namely, if a machine M3 is isomorphic to M2 that, in tum, is a submachine of M), then we say that M3 is a submachine of M).
such that a' is a linearization of an M-trace defined by an extension of a, i.e., a E
Prefi[ a']).
It follows from the definition that an MTM completely characterizes the traces of the concurrent system, i.e.
L(C)
where PrefiD denotes the set {a E Ag * I 3~ E Ag *: a~ E r} for a given r ~ Ag *.
The definition of an MTM is inspired by [12] . The main advantage of an MTM over the model of a composite machine is that the number of states in the MTM is usually much less than in the composite machine. Results e.g. from [8] , [13] , and [36] show that the saving rate in the number of states can be huge for many examples (27 to 90 per cent of reduction), although the state space size is still exponential in the worst case since the overall complexity of state space exploration remains PSPACE-complete. Also, the computational complexity of the MTM construction from a set of concurrent modules is mostly smaller compared to the construction of the reachability graph [13] .
The construction of an MTM is similar to that of a composite machine, except that in each global state, we select among all independent actions only one action for inclusion into the MTM, see [12] . Since such a selection is an arbitrary process, several MTMs, probably with a different number of states, can be obtained. An MTM possesses a number of attractive properties, which are used to improve verification techniques and, as we shall demonstrate in this paper, can also be exploited for test derivation purposes. In short, all local states sii reachable in Cs are also reachable in MS and vice versa. The proof is given in [12] . We can also easily prove the following. Proposition 2. Let Cs = (S;,\, AS, ~S' sS) be the composite machine of concurrent system S, and let M;,\ = (SM' AS' ~M' sS) be an MTM for this system. For all actions a E AS, and all transitions (s, a, s') E ~S' there exists a transition (p, a, p')
This proposition indicates that all unexecutable transitions in a concurrent system can be already detected when an MTM is constructed. For the purpose of test derivation, we may well assume that these transitions have been deleted from the given system S, henceforth, AS = Al U ... U An is taken for granted.
As an example, we consider the concurrent system S = A II B, which consists of In testing concurrent systems the information about action names observed during a test run is not sufficient to assess conformance between specification and IUT. Due to the existence of multi-rendezvous among component LTSs of the IUT, the tester must also know what components participate in a specific multi-rendezvous. Furthermore, the issue of true concurrency among actions of the IUT requires that the tester has the power not only to observe an action of the IUT, but must also control each occurrence of a multi-rendezvous. Thus, the crucial point in testing concurrent systems is to perform a deterministic test run.
The problem can be solved by applying instant replay techniques used for debugging concurrent systems [28] . The proposal in [28] assumes a global controller that is asked for permission by the components of the IUT before they are allowed to interact with each other. To achieve this, control code, called probes, is added into the source code of the components before each interaction invocation. Only after the tester received all requests to execute a certain interaction from participating components, it grants this interaction. If not or if a wrong component asks for permission, an error in the IUT has occurred. Adopting this technique to our purposes, it means that the tester collects the action names together with their independence information from the IUT, i.e., it controls and observes the global alphabet and the occurrence of the multi-rendezvous of the system. Only if the action name and its occurrence set observed from the IUT equal to the corresponding ones in the specification, a correct multi-rendezvous happened. Otherwise, the IUT does not conform to the specification. In Section 3.2 we give a model of such a tester in the context of a conformance relation between the ruT and its corresponding specification.
A FRAMEWORK FOR FAULT DETECTION
General fault model
Fault models are usually required to guarantee the detection of certain types of faults by means of a finite tester [4] . As usual in specification-based testing, a tester is derived from a given specification of the system. In addition, the tester requires a certain criterion to assess a test run over the ruT. This criterion is customary defined as conformance relation between the specification and an implementation of a certain domain [5] , [30] , [31] . The conformance relation classifies all possible implementations into a class of implementations conforming to the specification, i.e., a test run of an implementation with a test case derived according to the conformance relation yields the verdict pass, and into a class of non-conforming implementations, i.e., a test run yields the verdict fail. The implementation domain is usually a finite set of implementations that can be derived from the specification by performing a number of mutations representing faults of a certain type, i.e., the implementation domain is defined implicitly by properties common to all implementations. Similar to the realm of testing sequential systems, we assume as a minimal prerequisite for the fault domain that all actions an IUT submits during testing are known in advance, i.e. that the global alphabet of an IUT is a subset of the given global alphabet. This assumption appears fundamentally in the context of faultdriven testing of sequential systems [10] . We believe that the above concepts are pertinent to a parallel composition of sequential systems as well, and following [25] we define a fault model for a concurrent system as the triple <specification, conformance relation, implementation domain>.
Based
A general fault model and a complete test suite for a concurrent system corresponding to it might be derived by the following approach originally developed for sequential systems. In particular, given a concurrent system 3 = MI II ... II M n , we may treat a composite machine C5 as the specification and the trace-equivalence of composite machines as a conformance relation. The implementation domain could take several forms according to the existing test derivation methods for LTS specifications with guaranteed fault coverage [23] . As an example, the implementation domain is often defined as the universe C(A5' N max ) of all LTSs defined over some actions of the given alphabet A5 with at most N max states. The fault model <C5' ""'t,., C(A5' N max », where N max ~ IS51, is a classical fault model most frequently used for fault detection in state machines [4] , [7] , [23] , [34] , [35] . It corresponds to the most general type of faults that may occur in a sequential system. Following this approach, a test suite for the concurrent system 3 that is complete with respect to this fault model can be obtained by applying, for example, the method presented in [30] .
Trace-equivalence of composite machines is, however, not sufficiently strong enough for testing concurrent systems, even for deterministic ones as considered here. It does not discriminate between a sequential system M and the concurrent system M 11 M composed of two instances of M, since they have isomorphic composite machines. However, any tester with control over multi-rendezvous, as outlined in Section 2.2, does. Speaking more generally, we wish to distinguish two instances of the same action with different occurrence sets. Apparently, the problem can be easily fixed by decorating each action in composite machines with the names of component LTSs executing it.
Given the composite machine C5 = (S5' A5' ~5' s5) of concurrent system 3 = MI II ... II M n , where A5 = Al U ... U An' and the set of names of components ID, wAe use a to denote the pair <a, id(a». Replacing the global alphabet A5 by th~ set A_C\ = 1 a I a E A5} in the composite machine, we obtain an isomorphic LTS C~ = (S5, A~ , ~5' S$)' called the augmented composite machine of 3. Now, the trace equivalence can Immediately be employed to define the conformance relation for (deterministic) concurrent systems. Definition 8. Given two concurrent systems 3 and 9t, let C~ and C be the augmented composite machines of ~ and 9t, respectively. 3 and 9t are 9Jrace-equiyalent, dpnoted 3"", 9t, if C.5 ""'tr C 9t .3 and 9t are distinguishable,
In other words, two systems S and 9t are trace-equivalent if their composite machines are trace-equivalent, and for all actions a E AS in all traces of L( CS), the names of components involved in the execution of a are identical. Henceforth, we will use the notions of a composite machine and an augmented composite machine interchaqgeably whenever no confusion arises. Similarly, we define an augmented MTM M~. for system S.
It remains now to show how an implementation domain for concurrent systems can be defined. We assume that an implementation 9t is modeled as parallel composition of a number of component LTSs. The number of components is exactly the same as in the specification S, since the tester establishes a communication link to every component to perform test runs (Section 2.2). This implies that the underlying communication subsystem is assumed to be perfect and its possible faults are modeled by faults inside the components of the IUT.
As mentioned earlier, we assume that A9t !;; AS for all possible implementations 9t. It implies that in the general case, the local alphabet of any component LTS is also a subset of AS, but does not necessarily coincide with the local alphabet in the specification. Some components might be assumed to be fault-free, and their alphabets remain intact.
The model of a tester
Next, we present a model of testers used to verify whether or not a system 9t is trace-equivalent to the system S. A test run should stop as sOQn as deadlock occurs. Given a valid t:J;.ace ( by a transition in the specification of a component may be refused in a faulty implementation. At the same time, we assume that an accepted action causes a transition into a correct ,state. Thus, whatever an implementation of each component does it conforms to the specification; it may reduce the specification though.
Formally, we define the acceptance fault model as <3, "", 9t acc >, where 9t acc is the set of all implementation systems 9t consisting of n initialized LTSs such that they are submachines of the corresponding machines in specification 3. The acceptance set [18] of any local state in 9t is a subset of that set of the corresponding local state in 3. The action set A9t of any concurrent system 9t E 9t acc is a subset of the action set Ag of 3. Intuitively, the detection of acceptance faults can be achieved by using a transition cover of a machine [22] states are present in the composite machine (it has no unexecutable transition by our assumption). To check whether or not all transitions at a particular local state are preserved in the IUT, we should try to execute all actions accepted at a corresponding global state. If an action a is executed in a global state and if the obseryed occurrence set coincide with the one in the augmented composite machine C.g' then the action cause~ transitions at all local states defined by idea). Consequently, a transition cover of Cg is already a complete test suite w.r.t. the fault model <3, "", 9t acc >. We demonstraTe that this statement holds even when, the augmented composite machine Cg is replaced by an augmented MTM M.g. A shorter test suite detecting afcepTance faults is then Qbtained, provided that we can find a transition cover of M g shorter than that of C g . o Thus, the problem of deriving a minimal test suite for a given concurrent system complete w.r.t. acceptance faults can be reduced to that of finding a minimal transition cover of an MTM of the given system. Consider our example (Figure 1 ). Each MTM (Figure 2 ) has a minimal transition tour of 6 actions although they have different number of states. Take one of them, e.g. a.b.c.b.d.e. Decorating actions with occurrence sets, we obtain the test sequence <a, {I, 2}>.<b, {l}>.<c, {l, 2}>.<b, {l}>.<d, {l}>.<e, {2}>. The tester has seven states, the seventh state is labeled with pass, the other ones with/ail (see Figure 3) . 
Detecting superfluous transitions
Assume now that any faulty implementation 9\ of a given specification S extends the specification. In this case, we assume that superfluous transitions implemented at some local states of component LTSs are the only faults and that the specified transitions are correctly implemented in each component of the IUT.
We define the refusal fault model as <S, "", 9\ref>' where 9\ref is defined as the set of all implementations consisting of n initialized LTSs such that the components of specification S are submachines of the corresponding components in implementation 9\. The action set of any component of 9\ E 9\ref is assumed to be a subset of the global alphabet AS. Note that the number of states in a component may exceed that in the specification, however, we do not bound it here.
Similar to [18] , w,e define the refusal set of a global state s in the augmented composite machine CC\ as the set Refs(s) = {<a, id> I sl-a~S v id =#= id(a)}, where sl-a~S denotes the fa~t that action a E AS is refused at state sand id ~ ID, id =#= 0.
For any <a, id> E Refs(s), the action a accepted at a corresponding global state in an IUT means that each component in the occurrence set id observed by the tester has a superfluous transition labeled with a. Intuitively, to detect implementation faults defined by the fault model <S, "", 9\ref>, it is sufficient to check whether or not any action from Refs(s) causes an invalid transition at a corresponding state of the IUT. 1}lis must be done for each global state s of the augmented composite machine C!1 . For this purpose, we use invalid traces as test cases. Alternatively, to save a numrrer of test runs, we can define tests of a set of refusal traces if we assume that the tester is able to proceed after a deadlock (as in [18] We illustrate the process of test derivation for refusal faults using our example again ( Figure 1 and Figure 2) Figure 3 ).
Detecting both missing and superfluous transitions
In a more general case, it is likely that both faults, missing and superfluous transitions, may occur in an IUT of a concurrent system simultaneously. The two types of faults are independent from each other. Assume that Acc(s) and Re.f(s) are the acceptance and refusal sets of state s of an LTS, respectively. Clearly, Acc(s) (') Ref(s) = 0. Thus, a test suite can be derived to cover both faults by combining test suites for accepting and refusal faults.
We define the acceptance/refusal fault model as <g, :::, 9trnix>, where 9t rnix is the set of all implementation systems 9t consisting of n initialized LTSs according to specification g such that the components of an implementation 9t contain zero or more missing transitions as well as zero or more superfluous ones. The set of local actions of a component in 9t is a subset of the global alphabet Ag.
Due to the independence property between acceptance and refusal faults, a test suite that is complete w.r.t. the fault model can now be obtained by combinin,g a transition cover and a refusal cover of the augmented composite machine, TC( C g ) u RC( C s ). As Figure 1 and Figure 2, 
Detecting transfer faults
Faults considered in the previous sections do not exhaust the variety of potential faults which may occur in implementations of a given concurrent system. We demonstrate that an MTM can also be useful to derive tests detecting other types of faults, in particular, transfer faults in component machines. Transfer faults that are considered when a component is tested in isolation require a state identification facility. In the realm of I/O-FSMs, a characterization set, harmonized state identifiers, a distinguishing sequence, or UIO-sequences serve as examples of this facility [4] , [23] . These notions were also redefined for the LTS model assuming trace semantics [30] . In particular, a characterization set for Adopting this approach to our needs of testing a concurrent system, we define a set of transfer sequences of system S that cover all transitions in the component Mj 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed the application of a partial-order model M1M for test derivation according to a chosen fault model. It was shown that test suites derived from an M1M exhibit the same degree of fault coverage as test suites from the composite machine of a concurrent system assuming the fault models of acceptance, refusal, and transfer faults. The advantage of an M1M over the composite machine is due to the fact that an M1M has a largely reduced state space in many cases resulting in much smaller test suites. However, testers are required that possess a higher degree of controllability to perform a deterministic execution of a specific test case. It was shown how such testers can be constructed using the concept of occurrence sets of actions.
We considered a tester that exercises global control over all actions in a concurrent system, shared and local ones. It would be interesting to consider somewhat more restrained testers which have no control over certain actions. It seems that the results of this paper can easily be applied to the case when certain local actions cannot be observed. We could simply replace these actions by a non-observable action and determinize the LTSs obtained. The situation with non-observable shared actions seems a bit more complicated. Once certain actions become invisible, a tester cannot directly observe a fault, which in turn might later be tolerated by other components. The problem seems similar to testing in context considered in the realm of I/O-FSMs [25] , [26] , but more research is required in this direction.
